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Abstract
Human-oriented image captioning with both high diversity and accuracy is a challenging task in vision+language
modeling. The reinforcement learning (RL) based frameworks promote the accuracy of image captioning, yet seriously hurt the diversity. In contrast, other methods based
on variational auto-encoder (VAE) or generative adversarial network (GAN) can produce diverse yet less accurate
captions. In this work, we devote our attention to promote the diversity of RL-based image captioning. To be
specific, we devise a partial off-policy learning scheme to
balance accuracy and diversity. First, we keep the model
exposed to varied candidate captions by sampling from the
initial state before RL launched. Second, a novel criterion
named max-CIDEr is proposed to serve as the reward for
promoting diversity. We combine the above-mentioned offpolicy strategy with the on-policy one to moderate the exploration effect, further balancing the diversity and accuracy for human-like image captioning. Experiments show
that our method locates the closest to human performance
in the diversity-accuracy space, and achieves the highest
Pearson correlation as 0.337 with human performance.

1. Introduction
Image captioning is a challenging task in the field of
computer vision and natural language processing. It requires not only extracting semantic information from images but also understanding and reorganizing such information in the form of natural language. To describe like humans, image captioning models should be capable of producing diverse and accurate captions. Besides generating
correct captions, several different captions about the visual
content should also be provided. From such a perspective, image caption models are supposed to generate humanoriented predictions by balancing accuracy and diversity.
Recent image captioning methods focus more on accu* corresponding
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Diverse:
A backside of a zebra standing in some brush in a zoo.
A rear view of a zebra in a field near a deer.
A striped zebra stands near trees in a tree area.
A pair of zebras standing in a green field.
A zebra drinks water from a container at the side.

Ours:
A couple of
Two zebras
Two zebras
Two zebras
Two zebras

zebras are grazing in a field.
eating grass on a sunny day.
grazing in their habitat near a fence.
standing on a grass field and eating grass.
grazing grass together side by side.

Figure 1. Typical outputs from different models by sampling 5
times according to the posteriors, where the captions generated by
on-policy trained model are correct but unvaried (top), and captions generated by models like VAE are diverse but less accurate
(middle). We aim at balancing the two aspects to mimic generating human-oriented captions (bottom).

racy with deep reinforcement learning (RL). In particular,
on-policy RL is adopted in [26, 23] to reduce the exposure bias and acquire sentence-level supervision. These
methods are proven to benefit the accuracy performance on
multiple metrics [22, 31, 9, 18, 1, 45]. However, they are
prone to generate common sentences, resulting in poor diversity [21]. Some other works focus on maintaining diversity [27, 10, 35, 38, 3, 4]. Based on VAE or GAN, the
diverse captions can be obtained. Yet the reported fair accuracy is acquired under the selection of oracle or consensus
re-ranking [11] process. When considering the entire posterior, there will be noticeable inaccurate cases predicted by
these models. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, we sample 5 times
according to the modeled posterior to evaluate the quality
on both accuracy and diversity. Though the on-policy RL
trained model [34] generates captions with no faults, it fails
to produce distinct sentences in other forms. The diverse
captioning model [35] can provide varied predictions, but
incorrect descriptions exist within the outputs. In a word,
there are obvious performance gaps on either diversity or
accuracy for existing image captioning methods.
In this paper, we motivate to balance the accuracy and diversity of image captioning models. To favor accuracy, we
train the image captioning model based on deep reinforcement learning. We investigate why current RL-based methods fail to generate diverse captions. We discover that the
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baseball game with a man on a field.
bus is driving down a city street.
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Figure 2. High-level overview for the proposed partial off-policy learning scheme. Training samples are allocated to different training
strategies to balance accuracy promotion and diversity preservation.

on-policy strategy is easily trapped for a single prediction.
Therefore, more exploration is required during the training
process to expose the agent to more fair cases. However,
traditional exploration strategies treat unexplored cases indiscriminately. Considering the enormous searching space
of the generated sentences, such exploration may be inefficient for the task of image captioning. Based on these
observations, we propose a novel partial off-policy learning scheme to encourage the exploration of new possibilities
efficiently. To be specific, we first introduce an off-policy
strategy into the image captioning framework, for which a
diverse distribution is chosen as behavior policy for exploration. Samples derived from the such a policy are then fed
into the model and rewarded by a novel criterion as maxCIDEr to encourage recurrence. With such behavior policy,
the enormous searching space can be narrowed down to a
certain sub-space to facilitate the training process. In practice, we select over the on-policy and above-mentioned offpolicy strategies with a certain probability to moderate the
exploration effect. Such partial off-policy learning scheme
allows us to negotiate the trade-off between diversity preservation and accuracy promotion, ultimately encouraging the
model to mimic human-like performance.
The main contributions of this paper are: 1) We propose the off-policy strategy and the novel max-CIDEr reward for RL-based image captioning to promote diversity.
2) We propose the partial off-policy learning to balance
the diversity and accuracy for human-oriented image captioning. Our work is evaluated on MSCOCO dataset [19].
We achieve a significant boost on diversity compared with
the on-policy baseline, while acquiring the highest accuracy on all sampled predictions compared with other diverse
captioning works. Besides, our method locates closest to
the human performance in the diversity-accuracy space and
shows the strongest correlation to human evaluation with
Pearson correlation as 0.337. Our work is modular and can
be applied to most other works for image captioning, making it easy to facilitate such balance in future researches.

2. Related Work
Image Captioning. Inspired by the success of sequence-tosequence learning [28, 6] under neural machine translation,
an encoder-decoder framework [34, 33] has been introduced
into image captioning and achieves noteworthy improvements. The framework extracts semantic features of images with an encoder CNN and models the posterior given
such features using a decoder LSTM. Within such a framework, there are many modifications to the model structure.
[2] proposes to use faster R-CNN [24] as encoder to extract
object-level representations. [13, 7] replaces the decoder
LSTM with modified transformer [30] structure for better
language generation. Different types of attention modules
[40, 44, 20, 2, 14] have been designed to further bridge the
gap between the visual concept and the lingual one. Furthermore, [43, 42, 41] introduce Graph Convolutional Network
to employ scene graphs [15] within the image.
Improve Accuracy with RL. While early researches train
the networks using cross-entropy (CE) loss word-by-word,
[23] treats the sentence generation process as a sequential decision problem and introduce reinforcement learning (RL). [25] defines a reward using visual-semantic embedding. [26] further proposes self-critical reward which
becomes the mainstream RL method for image captioning later on. Technically, CE pre-trained model is used
to initialize a reasonable baseline for the RL training process, then CIDEr [31] is chosen as sentence-level evaluation to provide rewards for the sampled sentences. Here,
the sampled sentences used to acquire rewards are derived
from the same policy with the one to be updated. In other
words, the self-critical approach can be classified as the onpolicy training strategy. Experiments have shown that models trained with such an approach can obtain high accuracy
scores [22, 31, 9, 18, 1, 45], which even exceeds human
grades by a significant margin.
Improve Diversity for Image Captioning. To enhance diversity, [38] employs multiple describing models to learn
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Figure 4. Diversity of predicted sentences declined significantly as
on-policy RL training proceeds.
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Figure 3. Intuitive illustration of how on-policy training impairs diversity. Trajectories receiving positive rewards will be more likely
to be sampled in the following epochs, making the target policy
become a unimodal one.

different modalities. [32] proposes diverse beam search
(DBS) to encourage different captions during inference.
[10] generates different captions by utilizing different partof-speech. [5] promotes diversity by directly adding diversity evaluations onto optimization target. Recent works
address the diverse captioning task by introducing generative models like GAN and VAE. [8] introduces sequence
GAN to generate different captions, while [27] further designs a discriminator taking distribution within the caption
set into consideration. On the other hand, [35] designs multiple priors for using VAE in caption tasks. [3] learns wordwise latent space and [4] models latent variables for syntactic or lexical domain knowledge. The above-mentioned
researches mainly report accuracy over a certain sentence
within the sampled caption set. On the contrary, [36] proposes to evaluate the accuracy performance of the entire
caption set. To provide comprehensive evaluation over the
modeled posterior, we follow such implementation when reporting performance in this paper.

3. Proposed Approach
To balance accuracy and diversity towards human performance, we adopt RL for its significant boosting effect on
accuracy and manage to alleviate the impairment effect on
diversity. In this section, we start by formulating the limitations of the existing on-policy strategy in Sec. 3.1. We then
propose the partial off-policy learning scheme. The overall training scheme is demonstrated as Fig. 2, where the
off-policy training branch is introduced as a complement to
the traditional on-policy training branch.

3.1. Problem Formulation
The caption generation procedure can be formulated
as a sequential decision-making process from the per-

spective of RL [25, 26]. The fully generated sentence
s = {w1 , w2 , ..., wT } can be viewed as a trajectory. The
optimization target is to minimize the negative expected
sentence-level reward R(s; I):
  L(\theta ) = -\mathbb {E}_{s\sim p_\theta }[\mathbf {R}(s;I)]

(1)

where pθ is the target policy, i.e. modeled posterior to be
trained. Since it is expensive to calculate the expectation,
L(θ) is usually estimated according to a single trajectory:
  \hat {L}(\theta ) = -R(s,I),\enspace s\sim p_\theta

(2)

We can then optimize the non-differentiable reward using
REINFORCE policy gradient [39]:
  \label {eqn:on-policy} \nabla _\theta \hat {L}(\theta ) = -R(s,I)\nabla _\theta \log p_\theta (s|I),\enspace s\sim p_\theta

(3)

Note that the baseline term is omitted for clarity here and after. Eqn.(3) is the foundation of current RL-based training
schemes for image captioning. It implies on-policy strategy, i.e. the sampled sentence s is derived from the same
distribution pθ with the one to be trained.
According to Eqn.(3), the target policy can be updated
over each trajectory from the sentence space. However, the
model may practically learn from only a small number of
trajectories. Such a phenomenon hinders the model from
searching for other potentially good candidates. We illustrate the issue in Fig. 3. If a sampled sentence s∗ receives
a high reward, it will be increased in probability and relatively suppress other cases in pθ . In the subsequent epochs,
s∗ will be more likely sampled according to pθ and further strengthen such tendency. Ultimately, the posterior will
gradually become unimodal resulting in the deficiency of
diversity, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
To maintain diversity while optimizing accuracy using
RL, we need to 1) expose the model to a variety of possible
samples during training and 2) encourage the model to output with higher probability if the sample is decent enough.
We address the first problem in Sec. 3.2 by introducing an
off-policy sampling model for image captioning. The second issue is handled in Sec. 3.3 by the proposed max-CIDEr
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reward optimization. Moreover, to balance between diversity and accuracy, we propose to adopt the off-policy strategy with a certain probability, which is interpreted as partial
off-policy learning in Sec. 3.4.

3.2. Off-policy Strategy for Image Captioning
Since the existing on-policy strategy applied in image
captioning emphasizes accuracy too much, we propose to
first strengthen diversity before considering the diversityaccuracy trade-off. Technically, a different behavior policy
is introduced to provide varied trajectories for the model
during the training process, i.e., the model will update in an
off-policy manner. Mathematically, gradients of off-policy
strategy can be estimated as:
  \label {eqn:off-policy} \nabla _\theta \hat {L}(\theta ) = -R(s,I)\nabla _\theta \log p_\theta (s|I)\cdot \frac {p_\theta (s|I)}{q(s|I)},\enspace s\sim q

(4)

θ (s|I)
where q denotes the behavior policy. pq(s|I)
is the importance sampling ratio term ensuring unbiased estimation. By
adopting q, the model is exposed to decent cases outside the
current local optimum, breaking the loop shown in Fig. 3
and avoiding establishing unimodal posterior.
Considering the enormous sentence space, we need to
narrow the scope to some fair candidates when selecting
q. We solve such a requirement by deploying a sampling
model to provide a reasonable q. Since the initial model
when RL launched shows considerable diversity as reported
in Fig. 4, it is used as the sampling model here:
  \label {eqn:sample_model} q \gets p_{\theta = \theta _0}

b) rewards using max-CIDEr

Figure 5. Schematic of distribution of a) original CIDEr reward
and b) proposed max-CIDEr reward. Max-CIDEr encourages
more diverse output comparing with the original CIDEr.

Here, en = gn /∥gn ∥ is the unit vector representing the
direction of gn . As Eqn.(7) suggests, the model can only
receive guidance from a single vector ēn representing the
merged semantics. To provide an intuitive impression, we
sample several groups of ground truths from the MSCOCO
dataset [19] and visualize the corresponding tf-idf vectors
by PCA in Fig. 5. The contours within the diagram act as
simple illustrations for the reward. As we can see from Fig.
5a, different sampled captions for an image are encouraged
to approach the same merged semantics (darker points) to
pursue higher CIDEr rewards, which results in diversity declining despite various training samples provided.
Thus, to promote diversity for accuracy-diversity balance, we optimize a novel reward max-CIDEr defined as:

(5)

where θ0 denotes the parameter of the initial model. Eqn.(5)
ensures the rudimentary capability to generate potentially
competitive captions while maintaining necessary diversity
as required by Eqn.(4).

3.3. Max-CIDEr Optimization
In this section, we discuss how to fully utilize varied caption samples provided by Sec. 3.2. To start with, we first
discuss the limitation of the widely used reward CIDEr. According to [31], original CIDEr score can be represented as

  {\rm CIDEr}(s,I) = \frac {1}{4}\sum _{n=1}^4 {\rm CIDEr}_n(s,I)

a) rewards using original CIDEr

(6)

where CIDErn (s) is derived by the cosine similarity of the
clipped n-gram tf-idf vectors gn between candidate prediction s and ground truths G(I):
  \label {eqn:merged_vector} \begin {split} {\rm CIDEr}_n(s,I) &= \frac {1}{|\mathcal {G}(I)|}\sum _{j\in \mathcal {G}(I)} \cos \langle \mathbf {g}_n(s), \mathbf {g}_n(j)\rangle \\ &= \mathbf {e}_n(s)\cdot \left (\frac {1}{|\mathcal {G}(I)|}\sum _{j\in \mathcal {G}(I)} \mathbf {e}_n(j)\right ) \\ &= \mathbf {e}_n(s)\cdot \bar {\mathbf {e}}_n(\mathcal {G}(I)) \\ \end {split}
(7)

  \label {eqn:bold_cider} {\rm max\textrm {-}CIDEr}(s,I) &= \max _{j\in \mathcal {G}(I)}\left (\frac {1}{4}\sum _{n=1}^4 \cos \langle \mathbf {g}_n(s), \mathbf {g}_n(j)\rangle \right ) (8)

Eqn.(8) suggests that a sentence is considered as a good
candidate as long as it is similar enough with any of the annotations rather than all of them. Thus, a sampled sentence
may be pushed up under looser conditions. As illustrated in
Fig. 5b, max-CIDEr is able to provide different guidance
information for each trajectory during training. Moreover,
by adopting the proposed max-CIDEr reward, ground truths
rather than the merged semantics are counted as optimal,
which is consistent with human cognition.

3.4. Partial Off-policy Learning
The traditional on-policy learning scheme for image captioning acquires poor diversity performance on account of
insufficient exploration. On the contrary, the proposed offpolicy strategy has more exploration effect because of the
diverse behavior policy [29]. However, due to the imperfection of the sampling model, the deployment of off-policy
training solely may bring about low accuracy performance,
since the training model needs to update policies over much
more trajectories while some of which are of low qualities.
To alleviate such an issue, we moderate the exploration
effect of the proposed off-policy strategy by combining it
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with the traditional on-policy one of image captioning. Inspired by the ϵ-greedy algorithm [29], we introduce a hyperparameter ϵ to control such balance. Specifically, we perform strategy selection over the proposed off-policy approach and the traditional on-policy one for each image
in the training set. The learning scheme is named as partial off-policy learning and is illustrated in Fig. 2, which
can be formulated as pseudo-code in Algo. 1. The partial
off-policy learning scheme preserves the advantage of traditional on-policy strategy for image captioning to effectively
exploit and guarantee accuracy. It also introduces exploration to maintain diversity using off-policy training with
max-CIDEr. With ϵ well-tuned, the proposed method can
balance between exploration and exploitation, and consequently derive a posterior with both accuracy and diversity.
Algo 1: Partial off-policy learning for image captioning
input : pretrained model parameters θ0 , training
dataset I, balance coefficient ϵ
output: optimized model posterior pθ
1 initialize pθ with θ0 ;
2 initialize q with θ0 ;
3 while not reach maximum epochs do
4
for I ∈ I do
5
sample ε ∼ U (0, 1);
6
if ε > ϵ then
7
sample a caption s according to pθ ;
8
R(s, I) ← CIDEr(s, I);
9
estimate gradient ∇θ L̂(θ) using Eqn.(3);
10
else
11
sample a caption s according to q;
12
R(s, I) ← max-CIDEr(s, I);
13
estimate gradient ∇θ L̂(θ) using Eqn.(4);
14
update pθ using ∇θ L̂(θ);
15
end
16 end

4. Experiment
In this section, we first briefly introduce the dataset, evaluation metrics, and experimental settings, then report extensive results to illustrate effectiveness.

4.1. Dataset and Metrics
Dataset. MSCOCO [19] is the most popular benchmark for
the task of image captioning. The dataset contains 82,783
training images, 40,504 validation images and 40,775 test
images. Each image is associated with 5 human-annotated
ground truths as references. In the experiment, we follow
the widely adopted split in [16] with 113,287 images used
for training, 5,000 for validation, and 5,000 for testing. Rare

words appearing less than 5 times within the training set are
replaced with a <UNK> token, resulting in the final vocabulary consisting of 9,487 words.
Accuracy Metrics. There are various influential criteria
to evaluate accuracy of generated image captions including
BLEU [22], METEOR [9] and CIDEr [31]. To provide a
comprehensive evaluation on generating multiple accurate
captions, we follow the implementation in [36] to evaluate the averaged scores within a Monte-Carlo sampled caption set according to the modeled posterior for each image.
Since such scores are traditionally calculated on a single
prediction for each image to derive corresponding scores,
our implementation results in relatively lower scores compared with the published ones.
Diversity Metrics. We report three types of diversity metrics for evaluation: 1) Unique Sentence Ratio (Uni.), which
is the average ratio of distinct sentences in sampled sets;
2) mBLEU-4, which is the averaged BLEU-4 score of each
prediction with the rest captions in the sampled set counted
as references; and 3) self-CIDEr [36], which calculates singular vector decomposition (SVD) over autocorrelation matrices of the sampled caption set using CIDEr as the kernel.
Note that higher scores indicate diverse outputs except for
mBLEU-4, which is the lower the better.

4.2. Implementation Details
Model Structure. We implement the proposed method
based on the Top-down model [2] with ResNet-101 [12] set
as the backbone network for the encoder faster R-CNN [24].
The number of object regions per image is set to range from
10 to 100 adaptively, where feature of each object is a 2,048dimensional vector. Words are first encoded as one-hot vectors and then embedded as 512-dimensional vectors before
fed into the decoder. The sizes of hidden layers within each
LSTM in the decoder are all set as 512.
Experiment Settings. Adam [17] is used as the optimizer
during training. Parameters of the encoder are pre-trained
according to [2] and fixed during training to save GPU
memory usage. We set batch size as 16 and pre-train the
model for 35 epochs using cross-entropy (CE) loss. The
pre-trained parameters are used to provide a fair initialization for the subsequent RL training process. Learning rate is
initialized as 5×10−4 and decays by 0.8 every 3 epochs during the CE training phase, and is fixed as 3×10−5 during RL
training. We use the cosine distance between each ground
truths and the merged semantics as the baseline term in policy gradient to reduce estimation variance. We conduct experiments on different settings of the hyper-parameter ϵ and
find that 0.1 works fine for human-oriented performance.

4.3. Performance
We provide comprehensive evaluations on both accuracy and diversity performance to illustrate the effective-
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Att2in [26]
Up-Down [2]
AdaAtt [20]
ReTrans [13]
AoA [14]
Ours (ϵ = 0.9)
Ours (ϵ = 0.1)
Ours (ϵ = 0.01)
Human Performance

accuracy metrics
C↑
M↑
B-4↑
113.2
27.0
34.8
111.9
27.4
35.3
109.9
26.3
33.0
119.6
29.3
28.0
123.0
29.7
29.4
57.3
19.9
15.0
89.9
24.5
26.5
111.9
26.8
33.7
84.5
24.4
12.8

diversity metrics
mB-4↓
s-C↑
Uni.↑
98.5
14.4
14.8
98.3
16.0
16.3
98.8
11.5
11.5
98.5
14.3
14.2
98.2
17.4
17.8
27.3
80.6
99.6
54.0
69.3
92.0
96.8
21.4
22.7
7.7
88.8
100.0

Table 1. Performances on Karpathy’s test split of MSCOCO
dataset compared with other on-policy-learning-based works.

Figure 6. Performance of different works considering both diversity and accuracy. Different ϵ enables models to negotiate the
trade-off between diversity and accuracy. With ϵ set as 0.1, our
method locates closest to human performance.

ness of the proposed learning scheme. To evaluate the modeled posterior directly, we do not incorporate selection processes like oracle and consensus re-ranking [11], or decoding strategies like beam search or diverse beam search[32].
All the sentences are derived by directly sampled from the
modeled posterior. Before we present the results, we need
to quantify our goal, i.e. the scores of human-annotated captions. For diversity metrics, we regard the multiple ground
truths provided by the dataset MSCOCO as sampled results
from human posterior and calculated diversity scores. For
accuracy evaluations, we compute the metrics in a leaveone-out manner following the implementation of [36, 37].
Fig.6 demonstrates the evaluation on both diversity (selfCIDEr) and accuracy (CIDEr) performance. From the figure, we can see that the scatter for some diverse captioning methods (e.g. CVAE [35]) distributes in the top-left
portion, with high diversity (self-CIDEr) yet low accuracy
(CIDEr). In contrast, the on-policy RL-based methods (e.g.,
Up-Down [2], AoA [14], and relation Transformer [13]) are
in the bottom-right portion, with high accuracy (CIDEr) yet
low diversity (CIDEr). By setting the hyper-parameter ϵ as
0.1, our method balances the two aspects and acquires the
closest performance to humans. The comparative results
validate that the proposed partial off-policy learning scheme
can enable the model to approximate a human-like posterior. We also compare our method with the one to combine
CE and RL for balance [36], shown as the dashed line in
Fig. 6. The curve acquired by our methods forms an upper
envelope above such approach, indicating that we achieve a
better balance between diversity and accuracy.
Comparison with Works to Promote Accuracy. We first
compare with the recent works to promote accuracy in Table 1. Most of them are based on on-policy learning. It
can be seen from the table that the proposed method ac-

CVAE[35]
GMM-CVAE[35]
CapGAN[27]
Ours (ϵ = 0.1)
Human Performance

accuracy metrics
C↑
M↑
B-4↑
30.3
15.0
6.8
78.5
21.7
18.9
68.7
22.1
15.8
89.9
24.5
26.5
84.5
24.4
12.8

diversity metrics
mB-4↓
s-C↑
Uni.↑
14.1
87.3
99.9
45.6
70.7
90.9
76.9
59.0
78.0
54.0
69.3
92.0
7.7
88.8
100.0

Table 2. Performances on Karpathy’s test split of MSCOCO
dataset compared with works for diverse captioning.

quires performance gains on multiple diversity metrics by a
significant margin. To be specific, the state-of-the-art models achieve satisfactory performance on accuracy while performing poorly on diversity metrics. For example, AoA
[14] obtains mBLEU-4 of 98.2, self-CIDEr of 17.4, Unique
Sentence Ratio of 17.8. In contrast, our method with ϵ =
0.1 achieves the mBLEU-4 of 54.0, self-CIDEr of 69.3, and
Unique Sentence Ratio of 92.0. Recall that the objective
of image captioning is supposed to be mimicking humans.
Overall, we achieve close performance comparing with the
human baseline on both accuracy and diversity.
Comparison with Works to Promote Diversity. For
comprehensive illustration, we present evaluations for diverse captioning models using generative frameworks like
GAN[27] or VAE[35]. Our method outperforms the GANbased framework in both accuracy and diversity. As for [35]
using VAE framework, it obtains decent performance on diversity evaluations, but acquires accuracy scores far lower
than the human baseline. For example, sampled results of
CVAE[35] obtains averaged CIDEr, METEOR, and BLEU4 of 30.3, 15.0, and 6.8 respectively over the sampled caption set. In contrast, our method achieves performance comparable with humans with the hyper-parameter ϵ set as 0.1,
while preserving considerable diversity.
Correlation Analysis with Human Performance. Fig.
6 presents the close correlation between our method and
human performance intuitively. To provide quantified evidence for such correlation, we calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficient ρ between model and human performances
over the validation set. In Table 3, we use Pearson’s correlation coefficient on complex numbers to take multiple
aspects into consideration. For each image in the dataset,
we compose a complex number reflecting the comprehensive performance of the corresponding captions, where the
real part is a certain accuracy score and the imaginary part
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man
man
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the
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rain with an umbrella.
rain with an umbrella.
rain with an umbrella.
snow with an umbrella.
snow with an umbrella.

A
A
A
A
A

person walking down a street holding an umbrella.
man in the snow with an umbrella.
person walking down a snow filled city street holding an umbrella.
man holding an umbrella at the sign.
person is holding an umbrella on a snowy street.

Ours:

man
man
man
man
man

playing
playing
playing
playing
playing

video
video
video
video
video

game
game
game
game
game

with
with
with
with
with

a
a
a
a
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wii
wii
wii
wii
wii

A
A
A
A
A

man
man
man
man
man

holding a nintendo wii game controller.
holding a nintendo wii game controller.
holding a wii remote in his hand.
with glasses who is playing a video game.
fully playing a video game in the living room.

A man holding an umbrella next to a frozen over fire hydrant.
A man standing in the snow carrying an open umbrella.
An adult standing in the snow next to the street with an umbrella.
Person standing at the edge of a street holding an umbrella in the snow.
A man standing outside on a wet snowy evening.

On-policy Baseline:
dog
dog
dog
dog
dog

is
is
is
is
is

standing
standing
standing
standing
standing

next
next
next
next
next

to
to
to
to
to

a
a
a
a
a

bicycle
bicycle
bicycle
bicycle
bicycle

on
on
on
on
on

A
A
A
A
A

dog that is standing next to a bag.
dog standing next to a bag of luggage.
close up of a dog standing on a public street.
dog is standing in the street near a rescue bag.
dog that is sitting on the sidewalk near a bag.

a street.
a street.
a street.
a street.
the street.

Human:
A
A
A
A
A

train
train
train
train
train

is
is
is
is
is

sitting
sitting
sitting
sitting
sitting

on
on
on
on
on

the
the
the
the
the

tracks.
tracks.
tracks.
tracks.
tracks.

A colorful train traveling down train tracks.
A train traveling down train tracks near a forest.
A long train going down the train tracks.
A train on a train track that is next to the trees.
The train is moving down the train tracks.

Human:

A
A
A
A
A

man
man
man
man
man

riding
riding
riding
riding
riding

a
a
a
a
a

wave
wave
wave
wave
wave

on
on
on
on
on

a
a
a
a
a

surfboard
surfboard
surfboard
surfboard
surfboard

in
in
in
in
in

the
the
the
the
the

ocean.
ocean.
ocean.
ocean.
ocean.

Ours:
A man riding a wave on top of a surfboard.
A man riding a wave on top of a surfboard.
A man riding a wave on top of a surfboard.
Man on a surfboard riding a wave in the ocean.
A male surfer riding a wave in the ocean.

Human:
dog is tied up by the leash outside with a bag.
dog and a black backpack is on the curb.
dog is tied to a street fixture on a sidewalk.
brown black and white dog and a black backpack.
dog tied up to a metal cage next to a back pack.

Ours:

A man holding a nintendo wii controller in front of a couch.
Man in striped shirt and jeans playing a game with a nintendo wii controller.
A man is using a video game remote controller.
A man standing in front of a couch and holding a wiimote.
A man with a brown sweater is playing a wii game.

On-policy Baseline:

A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A

controller.
controller.
controller.
controller.
controller.

Human:

Human:

Ours:

a
a
a
a
a

On-policy Baseline:

A
A
A
A
A

A man is riding a surfboard on a wave.
The surfer in black outfit with beige surfboard rides the wave.
A person riding a surf board on a wave.
A man in a wetsuit surfing on a clear day.
A man surfboards skilfully over a large wave.

A train of many colors is coming down the track.
A train pulling red, white and blue cars.
Cargo train is traveling on a track next to a forest.
A train driving down the tracks near several trees.
A locomotive hauling a colorful train of boxcars.

On-policy Baseline:
A
A
A
A
A

Ours:

street
street
street
street
street

sign
sign
sign
sign
sign

on
on
on
on
on

the
the
the
the
the

side
side
side
side
side

of
of
of
of
of

a
a
a
a
a

pole.
pole.
pole.
pole.
pole.

A street sign on a pole near a tree.
A street sign sitting on the side of a street.
A blue street sign sitting on top of a pole near palm trees.
Street sign on a post with some trees underneath it.
A street sign sitting on a post next to a building.

Human:
A city street sign near some very big palm trees.
A close shot of a blue echo street sign.
A street sign next to several palm trees.
There is a blue street sign on a silver pole.
A street sign that is on the top of a pole.

Figure 7. Example captions generated for images in Karpathy’s test split of the MSCOCO dataset. We shade every distinct sentence within
the sampled caption set using different colors. Our method yields diverse and descriptive outputs as humans do.
methods
Att2in [26]
accuracy Up-Down [2]
AdaAtt [20]
methods
ReTrans [13]
AoA [14]
CVAE [35]
diversity
GMM-CVAE [35]
methods
CapGAN [27]
Ours (ϵ = 0.1)

Pearson’s correlation ∥ρ∥
0.243
0.253
0.236
0.295
0.289
0.200
0.280
0.193
0.337

Table 3. Comprehensive correlation coefficient between predicted
captions and human annotations on Karpathy’s test split of
MSCOCO dataset.

is a certain diversity score. Consistent with Fig. 6, we use
CIDEr for accuracy and self-CIDEr for diversity here. Both
accuracy and diversity scores used to compose the complex
number are normalized according to the distribution of hu-

man performance. The model trained by the proposed partial off-policy learning scheme acquires the highest correlation with human performance, as shown in Table 3.
Qualitative Evaluation. We present several sampled captions according to the modeled posterior in Fig 7 for visualization. Consistent as we implement in Fig. 1, we sample several times using the trained model and observe the
generated captions. In Fig. 7, the sample batch size for
each image is set as 5 to provide a fair comparison with
human performance. For comparison, the generated captions of the on-policy baseline model are quite repetitive.
With the proposed partial off-policy learning, the deficiency
in diversity is significantly alleviated. Extra semantics (i.e.
snowy street, palm trees, rescue bags, etc.) are encouraged
to be predicted by our method compared with the on-policy
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legends
human baseline
AoA, on-policy
AoA, ours, 𝝐=0.1

0 iters

max-CIDEr? We conduct the ablation study over the modifications proposed in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3. Results are
shown in Table 4.

ReTrans, on-policy
ReTrams, ours, 𝝐=0.1
Up-Down, on-policy
Up-Down, ours, 𝝐=0.1

, 𝝐=0.1

Baseline [2]
+ max-CIDEr optimization
+ sampling model
full
Human Performance

6

2.8×10 iters
5

4.2×10 iters
6

4.3×10 iters

a)

trained baseline, yielding more descriptive results. Moreover, the generated captions are more close to human annotations with balanced diversity and accuracy.

4.4. Further analysis
Is the diversity improvement caused by insufficient
training? We notice that the model would become more accurate but less diverse as the on-policy training proceeds. So
a straightforward question is whether our method achieves
a diversity-accuracy balance similar to insufficient training
under on-policy strategies. We conduct a further experiment
to compare the on-policy baseline with the proposed partial off-policy method on both diversity and accuracy metrics. We report the diversity/accuracy metrics of on-policy
learning with different training epochs and plot the curves
in Fig. 8. Compared to on-policy, the metric point of our
method lies above the curve of the on-policy baseline in the
diversity-accuracy space, far closer to the human reference.
The result indicates that we acquire much better diversityaccuracy balancing than the on-policy baseline, which validates the effectiveness of our method.
Is partial off-policy learning effective on other model
structures? Since the proposed learning scheme involves
no modifications on model structure, it is supposed to take
effect on other image captioning models by simply substituting the on-policy training strategy with the partial offpolicy one. We apply the partial off-policy learning scheme
on [14, 34, 13] in Fig. 8. The result shows that the proposed
learning scheme can promote human-like performance on
multiple models. For AoA [14], the partial off-policy learning improves the self-CIDEr by 51.6%. For Up-down [2]
and relation Transformer [13], we increase self-CIDEr by
about 3 times. In other words, the proposed method is modular and can be easily combined with future works to promote human-oriented caption generation.
How does the off-policy sampling model interact with

self-CIDEr
16.0
20.7
30.6
69.3
88.8

∥ρ∥
0.253
0.266
0.251
0.337
1.000

Table 4. Influence of each proposed modification.

b)

Figure 8. a) Result of on-policy baseline on the diversity-accuracy
space during training, compared with our method and human performance. b) Effect of the proposed partial off-policy learning
scheme applied on different model structures.

CIDEr
111.9
111.4
107.2
89.9
84.5

As we can see, either optimizing max-CIDEr or introducing diverse behavior policy via sampling model can promote diversity. The self-CIDEr is improved from 16.0 to
20.7 with max-CIDEr optimization. It is improved to 30.6
with the diverse behavior strategy. Yet the proposed approaches present a more significant balance effect when
adopted together. This is because that they are introduced to
address issues on different dimensions as discussed in Sec.
3.1. Consequently, they strengthen the effect of each other
and facilitate the acquisition of human-like performance.
Is partial off-policy learning complementary to sampling methods? Our method is a training-side method and
aims at deriving a decent posterior directly. Theoretically, it
can be further strengthened by sampling methods e.g. DBS
[32]. We conduct experiments to evaluate the performances
of DBS applied to the on-policy baseline and our methods.
DBS acquires Pearson’s correlation as 0.319 over the onpolicy baseline while our method achieves the correlation
as 0.337 without DBS. The combination of our method and
DBS will boost the score up to 0.403, suggesting that improvements obtained by partial off-policy are complementary to those provided by better sampling.

5. Conclusion
We present a novel learning scheme named partial offpolicy for image captioning, encouraging human-like performance on both accuracy and diversity. We introduce
sampling model and max-CIDEr reward. Such an off-policy
strategy is then combined with traditional on-policy via a
strategy selection procedure for accuracy-diversity balance.
Our method locates closest in the diversity-accuracy space
and achieves the highest correlation with human performance in a comprehensive perspective.
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